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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

TRIUMPH LEARNING INTRODUCES NEW ELA AND MATH SERIES FOR THE
COMMON CORE STATE STANDARDS
All-New Common Core Coach Arms Educators and Students for Achievement
New York, NY, September 2012—Common Core Coach for grades 3-8 delivers total coverage
of the new standards. Developed by Triumph Learning expressly for the Common Core, this
new series—ELA and math—enables educators to implement the Common Core State Standards
with confidence. Common Core Coach mirrors the philosophy of the new standards: ELA
integrates reading and writing using the proven model of gradual release, and covers all the
CCSS in logical clusters; math focuses on domain progressions, building on prior knowledge
with lessons, practice, reviews, and performance tasks.
Common Core Coach includes at each grade a comprehensive Student Edition, robust Teacher’s
Manual, and aligned Assessments, which are also available online. This instructional anchor has
been designed for utmost flexibility—educators can use it successfully as their primary
instructional vehicle or in partnership with their core text. Whichever the choice, Common Core
Coach will support teachers and students in mastery of rigorous grade-specific CCSS
requirements.
Triumph Learning has decades of experience translating the objectives of academic standards
into focused lessons that lead to real understanding, and is a proud endorsing partner of the
Common Core State Standards Initiative. As educators across the country seek reliable and
effective Common Core support, Triumph is delighted to offer this timely and essential resource
to classrooms nationwide.
About Haights Cross Communications:
Haights Cross Communications encompasses several top imprints that meet the diverse needs of
every classroom and school and public library. Triumph Learning is the leading publisher of
standards-aligned, K-12 instructional materials and proven curriculum solutions—serving 21st –
century learners with a mix of interactive digital tools and innovative student texts. Recorded
Books delivers the highest quality recordings of unabridged literature, college lectures, language
learning courses, digital magazines, and much more.

